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What is Wildlife Habitat?
There are many different ways to think about wildlife habitat. But habitat is all around us
whether we are in a national park or in a dense urban center. Wildlife habitat is the
physical space and resources that animals need to survive and raise their young. Typically
these include: water, food, nesting materials and places to hide. Some ways to think
about habitat are:
Habitat type - main features of different classifications of landscape. Often dominant
plant types or species are used to describe where wildlife are found. Oak woodlands, pine
forests, alpine meadows, and salt water marshes are examples of habitat types.
Habitat value - the more different types of wildlife an area can sustain, the higher its
value. Generally highly urbanized areas have low value, natural parks have higher value,
and riparian areas tend to have the highest value.
Habitat requirements or niches - wildlife come in a variety of forms that rely on a variety
of different resources to complete their life cycle. For example, some species may require
open grasslands while others require dense forests.
As areas are developed into urban or suburban areas, the habitat type and value change.
Many species of wildlife will avoid these areas because it can no longer meet their habitat
requirements, but some will be able to tolerate the change. Others prefer living in human
altered landscapes.

Avoid Impacts to
Nesting Birds
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Where Do Wildlife Nest?
Wildlife nest and raise their young in all types of locations, from burrows under the
ground to the tops of very tall trees, from the end of the branches to cavities inside the
tree trunk. Some birds lay eggs directly on the ground. Many bird species live in trees
including species living in cavities within tree trunks and branches.
When trying to minimize impacts to nesting wildlife remember all the different locations
that they can nest. Check these areas for nests before starting work.
When managing wildlife habitat it is important to consider that different species nest in
different locations. Mature, dead, dying and decaying trees are particularly important
for cavity nesting species. But other species are dependent on shrubs or tall trees to
complete their life cycle.
When managing habitat consider both what type of habitat the project is in and what
features could make that habitat more diverse.

Arborists should be aware of how their work impacts
wildlife. Tree care can injure or kill wildlife as well as
remove the habitat that they rely on. Nesting wildlife
are the most vulnerable to impacts because they are
reliant on one location, rather than being able to
move and avoid tree crews. All arborists should get
training in how to minimize impacts to nesting
wildlife. Resources are available at
www.treecareforbirds.com.
One practice that is particularly important are prework inspections. These may be as simple as walking
around the job site before starting work for the day,
or as complicated as hiring a wildlife biologist. Look
and listen for signs of nesting wildlife such as: nests,
large amounts of feces in one area, wildlife
repeatedly visiting one area and noises that parents
or young wildlife may be making. I also recommend
having contact information for a wildlife biologist and
wildlife rehabilitation center.

Defects vs Features
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Down Woody Debris

Traditionally, arborists have viewed imperfect trees as having
defects which implies that they need to be fixed. These
features may not require tree care work and may be
beneficial to wildlife. For instance dead branches and
cavities are very important to many species that are reliant
on dead, dying and decaying trees and branches.
Trees are planted, grow and die. When trees are allowed to
go through their natural life cycle, there are often long
periods of decline in which dead, dying and decaying
branches and parts of the tree are present. In urban forests,
these trees are generally removed as soon as they show signs
of decline. Removing these trees eliminates an important
part of a tree’s life cycle. Many wildlife, especially cavity
nesters, are dependent on dead, dying and decaying trees
and branches. When these trees can be safely preserved,
wildlife will often benefit from the under-represented
habitat that dead, dying and decaying trees and branches
bring to urban forests.

A common bio-indicator of forest health is down woody debris. Typically
arborists spread wood chips across the site but do not leave larger
branches and sections of wood. This wood can be important for insects,
reptiles and other wildlife. Consider leaving down woody debris in areas
when appropriate and finding creative ways of incorporating wood into
urban forests.

Dead, Dying and Decayed
Trees and Branches
Many wildlife, especially cavity nesters, are dependent on dead,
dying and decaying trees and branches. A woodpecker nest is a
relatively small hole on the outside of a tree trunk of branch with a
much larger internal cavity. Generally, woodpeckers seek out trees
that have a shell of intact wood on the outside of the tree and
heart rot weakening the wood on the inside of the tree. This
allows woodpeckers to make a small hole that larger predators
cannot get through and then a much larger internal cavity for
raising the young. The strong sapwood allows the tree to be
strong enough to withstand storms and predator attacks, while the
decaying heart wood is easier to excavate a large cavity.
Woodpeckers generally excavate a new cavity every year allowing
secondary cavity nesters to use the cavity in subsequent breeding
seasons.

After learning about urban forest ecology, avoiding impacts to nesting
wildlife, retaining important features of habitat and managing the risk of
preserving dead and dying trees, there are still many options to continue
managing wildlife habitat. Consider augmenting wildlife habitat by planting
trees with wildlife in mind, creating artificial cavities and, when appropriate,
decrease habitat value of areas with frequent human wildlife conflict.

Decreasing Habitat Value
Managing wildlife habitat does not always have the goal
of increasing wildlife habitat value. In some cases, it will
be most appropriate to decrease habitat value to
minimize human wildlife conflicts or for the safety of
the wildlife.
For example, I worked on a project adjacent to a
freeway where the objective of the pruning was to
minimize the chance of nesting raptors. When
discussing with the project’s wildlife biologist, I learned
that raptors in this area would be more likely to build
nests high in the tree where multiple branches came
together in one point.
I communicated with the crew that we would remove
branches from the upper third of the tree focusing on
multiple branches originating at a single point on the
stem. I monitored the crew’s progress, and when the
crew had removed approximately 25% of the tree’s
crown I communicated that it was time to move to the
next tree.

Planting Trees for Wildlife
When making planting decisions, plant diverse urban forests. Diverse urban
forests will naturally provide habitat to a diverse group of wildlife. Urban
forests that are resilient to pests, diseases and future climates will be better
wildlife habitat in the future.
A few common recommendations for plant palette are:
• Native Trees
• Pollinator Trees
• Fruiting Trees
• Trees that grow fast and decay easily
But, these are not the whole answer. There is little scientific evidence that
supports extensive planting of any of these types of trees. Consider adding
these types of trees to urban forests where it increases diversity; however,
prioritize diverse urban forests.
Forests are more than just trees. The urban forest will be better wildlife
habitat when a diversity of grasses, forbs and shrubs are planted and
maintained in good health. Typically, turf is an over-represented habitat in
urban forests.

Creating Artificial Cavities

Secondary cavity nesters are often limited in urban forests by the lack mimic the work of a woodpecker, building nests for secondary cavity
of available cavities. Woodpecker holes are an indicator of internal nesters. Individual species have specific height, size, orientation and
decay that is often used as justification for tree removal. But that
tree requirements, so research is required to create an artificial cavity
leaves no where for secondary cavity nesters to roost and breed.
that will be used by local species. Only attempt to create artificial
Because the tree care industry is often responsible for this loss of
cavities if you have sufficient training, experience and equipment.
habitat, practices have been developed to re-create the habitat when Use a sunflower based bar oil to avoid spreading toxic oil within a
appropriate. Through a series of cuts with a chainsaw, arborists can future nesting cavity.

Managing
Wildlife Habitat
Using urban forestry to manage wildlife habitat requires
knowledge of arboriculture, ecology and conservation. The
public and professionals are becoming more aware of the
importance of wildlife in the areas where arborists work.
Arborists are routinely managing wildlife habitat, often
without understanding how these choices impact bird,
reptile, amphibian and mammal neighbors. In order to
better understand how trees can be managed to create or
reduce habitat for wildlife consider:
• What is wildlife habitat and how do wildlife use it?
• What features of urban forests are most important
to wildlife?
• How do we balance risk?
• What practices augment habitat?
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Creating and Managing Snags

Balancing Wildlife Habitat
and Risk
Because dead, dying and decaying trees and branches often have
some of the highest habitat value in urban areas, it would benefit
wildlife to preserve these trees when possible. Not all dead and
dying trees should be preserved, but consider preservation in
areas where risk is less than the property managers risk tolerance.
Mitigation that limits occupancy in the fall zone may be possible
or mitigation pruning can limit risk to targets that cannot be
excluded from underneath the tree. For dead or dying trees, tree
health does not need to be the primary concern. Instead balance
wildlife habitat and risk to make decisions about how to manage
trees and when to remove them.

Using Heading Cuts to Balance Habitat and Risk
Typically, heading cuts should be avoided and removal or But, removal of the tree or branch likely removes important
reduction cuts preferred because trees heal better when habitat (the cavity). But in this situation a heading cut
these cuts are made. Because of the importance of dead, would likely be the most appropriate cut because:
dying and decaying trees and branches to wildlife; however,the residual risk is reduced below the risk tolerance,
we may consider heading cuts in situations where tree
the potential wildlife habitat was retained (the cavity) and
health is less important. For instance, consider the tree to the cut does not negative affect the tree because it is
the right where a heavy branch with a decayed attachment already in poor health with decay.
is over the house and the resident is concerned about the Tree health should be an arborists primary focus for most
risk. Typically recommendations would be:
trees. But some trees can be managed for wildlife habitat.
1. tree removal,
Balancing risk and habitat value will be important, but tree
2.
a reduction cut to take some of the weight off the
health does not need to be a factor in these decisions.
decayed attachment or
Making heading cuts to preserve or create wildlife habitat
3. a removal cut to eliminate the risk of that branch.
is specifically supported by the ANSI A300 pruning
standards and something that arborists should be
comfortable making.

Because dead, dying and decaying trees are often removed without
consideration of wildlife habitat, they are under-represented habitats in urban
forests. Typically, arborists manage trees to balance objectives and tree health,
but declining trees don’t need to be managed for tree health. Declining trees
that can be safely retained should be managed to balance risk and wildlife
habitat. In some cases it may be most appropriate to kill a tree or prune a dead
tree and manage it as a wildlife snag. Expectations should be discussed with
the tree owner along with a monitoring plan and eventual removal plan. Trees
that cannot be safely removed in the future should not be left as habitat snags.
Many may be concerned about the safety, risk or liability of leaving dead trees,
but this risk can be assessed and managed. Dead trees are removed regularly
while often neighboring live trees pose a higher risk and are retained. Rather
than categorically removing all dead trees, consider risk and remove dead trees
when risk exceeds risk tolerance.
Typically, it is preferable to make jagged cuts and leave branch stubs for perches
rather than making typical clean cuts. This adds a natural aesthetic appeal as
well as allows decay fungi and the ecology of the snag to develop as it would for
a naturally dead tree. Hang a sign on the tree to let people know that this tree
is being managed for wildlife habitat and monitored for safety.

